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Abstract 32 

Sport is often touted as a context that can foster the development of positive relationships 33 

between people from diverse cultures. Researchers seeking to develop knowledge about how 34 

integrative sport programs may be developed have rarely recognised the agency and expertise of 35 

asylum seeking and refugee (i.e., forced immigrant) youth. Our focus stems from a community-36 

based participatory action research (CBPAR) project conducted with forced immigrant youth 37 

aimed at centralising their stories around how socially just and integrative sport contexts which 38 

sustain their engagement can be developed. Storytelling relationships developed through arts-39 

based conversational interviews and a reflexive thematic analysis, grounded in social 40 

constructionism, culminated in the collaborative writing of a polyphonic vignette featuring three 41 

composite characters. Scene one is used to portray how forced immigrant youth initially engaged 42 

informally in sport in the host community. The story transitions in the second scene to youths’ 43 

engagement in formal, organised sport programs available in the host community. Scene three 44 

concludes with descriptions of the relationships the youth developed through community sport 45 

programs and the corresponding influence on their (sustained) engagement. We then discuss the 46 

importance of broadening the focus on individual development and performance that underpin 47 

many community sport programs in North America to helping youth feel a sense of 48 

connectedness and belonging to their community. We conclude with methodological and 49 

practical considerations to affirm the expertise of forced immigrant youth in the development of 50 

socially just and integrative sport contexts.  51 

 Keywords: creative non-fiction; community-based participatory action research; diversity; 52 

reflexivity; refugee  53 
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 There are approximately 13 million youth worldwide who have sought asylum outside 54 

their country’s borders (UNHCR, 2020). Youth (and family they may have fled with) must 55 

provide proof to host country governments they fear for their lives due to their race and/or 56 

membership in a particular religion and/or social group to receive the protection and assistance 57 

afforded recognized refugees (UNHCR, 2020). The process of finding safe refuge can take years 58 

and include resettlement to a third country after having received refugee status (Lindert et al., 59 

2016). From January 2015 to January 2021, 41.5% of resettled refugees in Canada were under 60 

the age of 18, while 23% of all asylum claimants during that period were under the age of 14 61 

(IRCC, 2021a; 2021b). Finding safe refuge, which often includes subjection to traumatic 62 

incidents (e.g., torture, death, extreme fear), can be harmful for youth (WHO, 2017). Asylum 63 

seeking and refugee (i.e., forced immigrant) youth often struggle with increased levels of 64 

anxiety/depression, attention problems, and withdrawal behaviour as compared to non-forced 65 

immigrant youth (Buchmüller et al., 2018). Engaging forced immigrants in sport has been 66 

posited as one way through which to support their physical and mental health and help them 67 

develop social connections in their host communities (Hurly, 2019; Stack & Iwasaki, 2009).  68 

 The benefits of engagement in sport have been explored through various lenses. Sport has 69 

been explored as a form of therapy for forced immigrants suffering from mental ill-health. For 70 

example, feelings of flow have been posited to provide a respite from flashbacks, as no attention 71 

span is left for non-activity thoughts (Hurly, 2019). Engaging in sport can also help forced 72 

immigrants regain a sense of being recognised as human again and not just a statistic (Whitley et 73 

al., 2018; Woodhouse et al., 2017). Sports can also be socially rich contexts that provide youth 74 

from culturally diverse backgrounds with opportunities to ‘integrate’ through shared interests 75 

(Hatzigeorgiadis et al., 2013; Luguetti et al., 2021). Researchers reviewing studies conducted 76 
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with forced immigrant youth over the past 20 years revealed that a sense of belonging fostered 77 

through social activities can contribute to youths’ psychological resilience (Pieloch et al., 2016).  78 

The development of connections through sport can increase an individual’s sense of 79 

belonging to the sport group and broader community (Stone, 2018). However, sport contexts do 80 

not necessarily ‘create’ a sense of connectedness (see Hatzigeorgiadis et al., 2013). Sports can 81 

also be contexts where societal exclusionary and discriminatory practices manifest (Spaaij, 82 

2015). One example is the manner in which ‘integration’ is put into practice by some sport 83 

organizations. Integration, as conceptualised and regarded as an optimal form of acculturation by 84 

post-positivist researchers, is a shared process of learning through which individuals remain 85 

connected with their ethnic (i.e., home) cultural norms while adapting to the cultural norms of 86 

those they interact with (Berry, 2019). However, the onus is often placed on forced immigrant 87 

youth to change the way they engage in sport to fit the sport programs available in the host 88 

community due to an assumption on the part of program administrators and coaches that all 89 

youth enter into sport for similar reasons (Jeanes et al., 2015), such as a desire for individual 90 

success and development (Gould & Walker, 2019). A lack of appreciation for culturally-infused 91 

reasons for sport participation can lead to the expectation forced immigrants will navigate and 92 

participate in existing sport programs without support from host community members (Jeanes et 93 

al., 2015; Spaaij, 2015; Schinke et al., 2016). Forced immigrants navigating cultural barriers to 94 

sport participation may also face exclusionary and discriminatory practices in sport contexts, 95 

such as coaches not taking the time to learn the pronunciation of names or expected compliance 96 

with dominant cultural sport practices (Jeanes et al., 2015; Luguetti et al., 2021; Spaaij, 2012). 97 

Subsequently, forced immigrant youth may disengage from sport programs and fail to reap the 98 

benefits sport engagement can provide. Youth who feel able to share their stories, and therefore 99 
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safe and supported in remaining connected to their home culture, are more likely to remain 100 

engaged in sport and participate alongside host community youth (Middleton et al., 2020).   101 

 Ethno-centric sport programs (i.e., programs for individuals from similar cultural and/or 102 

ethnic backgrounds) have been examined as an alternative form of sport program for forced 103 

immigrant youth. Qualitative researchers sharing stories from youth participants in ethno-centric 104 

sport programs have revealed such programs provide youth the opportunity to reconnect and/or 105 

maintain a connection with their home culture values and traditions (e.g., Smith, 2018; Spaaij, 106 

2015). Some sport programs developed by academics and/or host community sport organizations 107 

have also focused on providing forced immigrant youth with space to share their own stories and 108 

feel comfortable in remaining connected with their home culture (Nathan et al., 2013; Whitley et 109 

al., 2018). Supporting forced immigrant youth feeling connected to their home culture can be a 110 

contributing factor to increased psychological resilience and increased confidence in interacting 111 

with youth from different cultural backgrounds (Pieloch et al., 2016, Smith, 2018). 112 

Relatively unexamined is forced immigrant youth involvement in host community sport 113 

programs not designed for them (Middleton et al., 2020). The lack of attention paid to forced 114 

immigrant youth engagement in host community sport programs is problematic, as forced 115 

immigrant youth may be especially interested in participating in sport with host community 116 

youth, further developing their identities and recovery from pre-relocation challenges and trauma 117 

(Luguetti et al., 2021). Relevant to the current paper, ethno-centric sport opportunities may also 118 

be unavailable to forced immigrant youth arriving in Canada, as they often have a greater lack of 119 

connection to their home community than individuals who voluntarily relocated (Hynie et al., 120 

2016). Overcoming barriers to engaging in sport has meant, for many forced immigrant youth, 121 

playing with those they felt safe doing so with at different points in time (Middleton et al., 2021). 122 
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Recognising the resilience shown by youth during their forced migration also means 123 

acknowledging their intellectual authority on matters related to the development of socially just 124 

and culturally safe sport contexts. However, youth are rarely consulted on how to improve sport 125 

programs they are involved in (Bailey, 2008). Collaborating with youth as partners in an iterative 126 

research process of dialogue, action, and reflection (i.e., praxis; Friere, 1970/2018) holds the 127 

potential to engender new ways of thinking about, and developing, inclusive and culturally safe 128 

community sport programs that sustain youth’s involvement (Fehr, 2011).  129 

Purpose 130 

The current submission is the second empirical manuscript stemming from a larger Social 131 

Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada funded community-based participatory 132 

action research (CBPAR; Schinke & Blodgett, 2016) project conducted with the YMCA of 133 

Northeastern Ontario and forced immigrant male youth living in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. The 134 

aim of this paper is to diversify the voices and insights given credence to in the development of 135 

socially just sport programs that foster positive intercultural interactions by sharing forced 136 

immigrant male1  youths’ stories related to their involvement in community sport programs. The 137 

first research question guiding this manuscript related to centralising youths’ stories in the 138 

research process: 1) How do forced immigrant male youth living in Sudbury story their 139 

involvement in sport? The research process was informed by a second question focused on 140 

YMCA team members’ desire to know how to better sustain forced immigrant youths’ 141 

engagement in their sport programs: 2) What stories do youth share related to engagement and 142 

(sustained) involvement in community sport programs?  143 

Methodology 144 

 
1 Due to the cultural preferences of some families for genders to be segregated while participating in sport a future 
contribution related to female youths’ stories is in development.  
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The CBPAR project is grounded in the belief that several socially constructed ‘accepted’ 145 

ways of thinking and/or doing shape ‘reality’ in different contexts (i.e., a social constructionist 146 

epistemological position; Gergen & Gergen, 2008). We approached changing accepted practices 147 

in the community by inviting youth to share meaningful sport-related stories they felt would 148 

broaden understanding of how sport impacted their resettlement in Sudbury (Kemmis, 2008). 149 

The focus was on moving beyond preconceived notions of ‘optimal’ forms of sport participation 150 

by garnering new insights into how forced immigrant youth storied their involvement in host 151 

community sport programs (Phillips & Bunda, 2018). The creation of the story that follows was 152 

a collective effort engaged in by forced immigrant youth, YMCA staff members, and academic 153 

researchers towards bringing forward new knowledge in an accessible manner (i.e., story form). 154 

The process undertaken to write the story was a dynamic shifting of power constantly navigated 155 

by all members of the research team (Spaaij et al., 2018)., during which, intentionally or not, I 156 

(Thierry) made decisions which shaped the writing of the story (Kincheloe, 2011). As such, the 157 

remainder of the paper is written from my first-person point of view to explicitly unmask my 158 

position and role in the research process (Darnell et al., 2018).  159 

Context Setting 160 

The YMCA of Northeastern Ontario has struggled to maintain the engagement of forced 161 

immigrant youth in their sport programs. As one of the organizations tasked with supporting 162 

newcomers during their resettlement in Sudbury, management staff sought to understand how 163 

they could better serve forced immigrants resettling in the community. Unlike larger 164 

metropolises in Canada, newcomers arriving in Sudbury do not have access to large cultural 165 

enclaves found in larger urban centers (Kumar et al., 2015). However, unlike larger metropoles, 166 

Sudbury has more available housing for forced immigrant families and more open space, 167 
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playgrounds, and parks for youth to play in. The initial choice to focus on forced immigrant 168 

youth was due to the resettlement of multiple Syrian families in Sudbury. The importance of 169 

focusing on forced immigrant youth was bolstered when the YMCA settlement services office 170 

recorded a 100% increase in the number of forced immigrants they provided services to from 171 

2018 to 2019. Management staff also focused on working with youth following Canadian 172 

researchers’ findings that newcomer adults were more likely participate in sport should their 173 

children become involved (ICC, 2014). YMCA management and the academic research team felt 174 

working with youth would lead to family members also benefitting from engagement in 175 

community sport programs.  176 

Story Tellers 177 

The 22 male youth who helped co-construct the forthcoming story are from Syria (n = 178 

17), Nigeria (n = 2), Libya (n = 2), and Chad (n = 1) and had participated, or expressed interest 179 

in participating, in community sport programs in Sudbury. Following inclusion criteria 180 

developed by YMCA management staff with the hope of resembling the population of forced 181 

immigrant youth in Sudbury, the average age of youth was 13.4 years (range = 8 to 21 years) and 182 

they had lived in Canada for an average of 21.8 months (range = 8 to 44 months). Syrian youth 183 

were resettled permanent residents in Canada after having fled their homes and seeking asylum 184 

in Lebanon, Turkey, or Jordan. Their families had been privately sponsored by, and were 185 

recipients of support from, community groups for a one-year period. Non-Syrian youth were 186 

asylum claimants in Canada and as such did not receive and/or qualify for the same support 187 

programs (for a more detailed story related to their journeys to Canada see Middleton et al., 188 

2021).  189 

Robert, Diana, Kerry, and Cole are academic, while Bahaa and Deborah are YMCA 190 
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Immigrant Services staff, members of the research team. Robert is the primary investigator of the 191 

CBPAR project and recruited me to join the research team for my Ph.D. Deborah took a lead role 192 

on behalf of the YMCA at the outset of the project. The Immigrant Services Department is 193 

responsible for providing help to newcomers to Sudbury in navigating administrative issues such 194 

as enrolling children in school and finding employment. Recognising our limitations as 195 

‘outsiders’ in relation to the forced immigrant community in Sudbury, Deborah recruited Bahaa 196 

to the project team. Originally from Syria and having worked as a resettlement worker in Jordan 197 

before being sponsored to resettle in Canada by Laurentian university, Bahaa played a primary 198 

role in recruiting forced immigrant families to join the research team. Bahaa also provided 199 

invaluable contextual expertise related to the multiple sites of importance to many forced 200 

immigrant youths in his role as a co-interviewer. Prior to meeting with forced immigrant 201 

families, Robert and Diana suggested Bahaa and I get to know each other through the same arts-202 

based method to be used in initial interviews with forced immigrant youth. During these 203 

interviews Diana helped Bahaa and I develop the skills needed to shift the storyteller position to 204 

forced immigrant youth. Kerry’s expertise examining the provision of safe spaces for athletes 205 

from marginalized social locations was drawn upon through her feedback related to novel 206 

contributions made by forced immigrant youths’ stories to broader academic literature. Cole is a 207 

Ph.D. student whose work as a local youth community soccer coach extended our understanding 208 

of dominant local practices.  209 

Data Collection 210 

Following approval from the institutional research ethics board, forced immigrant youth 211 

collaborators were recruited through posters in English, French, and Arabic at the YMCA and 212 

local schools, and by staff members of the YMCA Immigration Services Office. Interested 213 
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families were contacted by Bahaa. He set up introductory meetings between the families, 214 

himself, and me. Bahaa and I used these meetings to forge relationships with forced immigrant 215 

youth and their families by introducing the project aim, answering each family’s questions and 216 

concerns, and ensuring youth and their parents understood the consent form. While written 217 

consent was given during the initial meeting, I also gained verbal consent from youth during 218 

each encounter to ensure they wished to continue participating in the project.  219 

  Bahaa and I returned to forced immigrant families’ homes to conduct arts-based 220 

conversational interviews. Arts-based interviews were chosen to foster storytelling as they have 221 

been shown to help youth feel less apprehension in talking to a researcher and more comfortable 222 

taking control as storytellers (Blodgett et al., 2013). We explicitly aimed to shift control to youth 223 

to move to an inter-relational form of reflexive engagement and away from pre-conceived 224 

assumptions held by community and academic researchers (Gilbert & Sliep, 2009). I began each 225 

arts-based interview by asking youth to draw an image they felt meaningfully depicted stories 226 

related to playing sport in Canada. Youth were assured there was no right or wrong way to draw, 227 

and art pieces would only be shared with a broader audience with their consent. Bahaa and I 228 

drew with youth and invited youth(s)’ siblings to join us, making it a collective exercise which 229 

helped youth feel more comfortable. With youths’ permission, interviews were recorded from the 230 

onset of the art exercise to capture conversations occurring while drawing. I finished my drawing 231 

at the same time as youth and initiated the interview by asking them to describe their artwork.  232 

 Facilitating informal dialogue related to youths’ artwork meant youth shared stories they 233 

felt were important. Bahaa and I participated in conversations by asking clarification questions 234 

and providing personal anecdotes in response to youths’ questions. Conversations were enriched 235 

by my shared connection to West Africa and Bahaa’s shared Syrian cultural background with 236 
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some youth. Sharing these connections helped us ask questions related to the historical, social, 237 

and cultural contexts of youths’ stories. Bahaa and I discussed our interpretations of youths’ 238 

stories after each interview. Along with observations and notes from conversations with youths’ 239 

family members, details from the critical conversations were recorded in my field journal, which 240 

was used to provide the contextual details that precede each scene in the forthcoming story.   241 

Data Analysis  242 

 A reflexive thematic analytical process was engaged in with the aim of engendering a 243 

shared process of continuing to centralize youths’ voices, while also transparently examining the 244 

role academic and community researchers played in shaping the story shared here (Braun & 245 

Clarke, 2020; Gilbert & Sliep, 2009). The analytical process began with Bahaa and I becoming 246 

immersed in youths’ stories during the arts-based interviews and informal conversations with 247 

youths’ family members. As an academic outsider I felt it incumbent to continue to immerse 248 

myself in youths’ stories and did so by reading and re-reading the interview transcripts and 249 

noting interpretive thoughts and questions that challenged my interpretations in my field journal. 250 

The immersive process included inductively coding features in each youths’ story I felt portrayed 251 

the role sport played in their lives. Throughout the immersion and coding process I 252 

communicated weekly with Bahaa and discussed my interpretation of youths’ stories. Bahaa was 253 

instrumental in challenging my assumptions and privileging of certain stories over others due to 254 

his cultural connection with some of the forced immigrant families and shared story of having to 255 

flee one’s home country. Relevant to the story shared in this paper and the broader project in 256 

general, the way in which youth engaged in sport in Sudbury was a common discussion topic. 257 

While initially YMCA staff and academic team members had sought to understand youths’ 258 

involvement in YMCA programs, my initial interpretation was youth had centralised informal 259 
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sport in their stories. My initial reasoning was youth perhaps felt unable to navigate the logistics 260 

of formal sport programs. While not dismissing my interpretation, Bahaa challenged my 261 

interpretation and spoke about the cultural dimensions of informal sport related to how youth had 262 

engaged in sport in their home countries and so felt a greater sense of cultural safety. After 263 

sharing an initial draft with youth of a proposed thematic framework one youth wrote the 264 

following to me in an email:  265 

I also want to touch on life here in Canada, the YMCA offers really good programs for 266 

younger kids so it can allow them to interact with kids from the Canadian community and 267 

that gives the refugee kids a sense of being included and that creates a great environment 268 

to learn English and make friends. (Personal communication, June 25, 2020) 269 

Several other youth also expressed an interest in developing a story centralizing their accounts 270 

related to engagement in sport programs in Sudbury. Collaborating to write a story also fit the 271 

scope of the project as had initially been conceptualised by YMCA and academic team members. 272 

Robert and I were intrigued as we knew of few accounts shared by forced immigrant youth in 273 

host community sport programs published in academia (see Middleton et al., 2020). However, 274 

wishing to be cautious the story did not merely fit our pre-conceived ideas, I returned to the 275 

inductive codes as a ‘re-immersion’ into youths’ stories and began to craft the outline of a story 276 

related to youths’ engagement in host community sport programs. The inter-relational process of 277 

reflexivity (see Gilbert & Sliep, 2009) continued once I shared my interpretations with youth, 278 

YMCA and academic project team members and building upon their feedback developed a 279 

framework of subthemes that portrayed the diverse meanings ascribed by youth to their sport 280 

participation in Sudbury. Example contributions during these conversations included Bahaa’s 281 

feedback in relation to how changes in the way youth engaged in sport were reflected in their 282 
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lives outside of sport. Robert, Diana, and Deborah provided feedback in relation to previously 283 

told acculturative stories (re-) told by academic researchers, and Cole’s feedback related to 284 

soccer programs in Sudbury. Academic jargon free titles and definitions for each theme were 285 

developed as themes began to take shape. While the process is described temporally, it was 286 

iterative and dynamic. As the themes were developed into a thematic framework leading to a 287 

coherent story, youth shared that they ‘could see’ themselves in the story but felt it would be 288 

easier to provide feedback once the story was written using their words. Importantly, the aim of 289 

the analytical process was not to reach an ‘objective consensus’ (Braun et al., 2020). As such, the 290 

decision was made to craft a polyphonic (i.e., multi-voiced) short story that would reveal the role 291 

played by different research team members, as well as a contextual and shared understanding of 292 

the different meanings sport held for forced immigrant youth living in Sudbury.  293 

Data (Re-)Presentation 294 

Creative non-fiction is a genre of research reporting that draws on ‘real’ words spoken by 295 

participants, but through fictional writing techniques invites readers to vicariously participate in 296 

the story (Smith et al., 2016). A polyphonic vignette is a form of creative non-fiction short story 297 

that gives agency to multiple voices throughout the process of writing, in essence a shared 298 

authorship (Ghorashi, 2014). Using the thematic framework as a guide, the aim was to re-story 299 

the complex, diverse, and multiple meanings present in forced immigrant youths’ stories about 300 

their involvement in community sport in Sudbury. Revealing the differences between, and 301 

complexity in, stories told by forced immigrant youth was key in showing the heterogeneity of 302 

youths’ acculturative stories, rather than grouping youth into a ‘them’ category and furthering the 303 

notion of an inferior ‘otherness’ (Land, 2015). The story features composite characters to ensure 304 

youths’ anonymity and help them feel safe by not being singled out in the re-telling of stories 305 
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(Lewis, 2016), as well as Bahaa and I to locate ourselves in the story-telling process. One 306 

composite character (i.e., Tarek) was developed from stories shared by the five non-Syrian 307 

youth, and two composite characters (i.e., Omar, Mohammad) were developed from stories 308 

shared by the 17 Syrian youth. The development of three characters was agreed upon with youth 309 

so contrasting anonymous stories could be shared. The pseudonyms chosen for these characters 310 

were chosen by youth. My role as a storyteller came to the fore as I merged selected quotes from 311 

the transcripts into the voices of the three composite characters’ and a coherent and compelling 312 

story. Recasting the story through youths’ words could have been more immersive if youth had 313 

written the story with my help. However, due to anonymity concerns this was not possible. 314 

Recognising the limitations we (as an author team) faced in providing an authentic account, each 315 

draft of the vignette was shared with youth who had volunteered to help in the writing process. 316 

Examples of alterations to the story provided by youth via email or over Zoom included 317 

highlighting the role learning sport(s) in school played in their stories. Youth also felt informal 318 

and formal sport should be presented as complementary forms of sport involvement.  319 

Quality and Authenticity  320 

 The authenticity of the presented story is grounded in Phillips and Bunda’s (2018) 321 

principles of storying, Schinke and Blodgett’s (2016) do’s and don’ts of CBPAR, and Spaaij et 322 

al.’s (2018) three dimensions of participatory research. The process of authentic storytelling was 323 

approached with the aim of writing a story that brought forward novel insights related to forced 324 

immigrant youths’ engagement in sport that would be meaningful to the host community 325 

(Phillips & Bunda, 2018). The centralization of forced immigrant youth in the storytelling 326 

process unfolded over a three-year period as trusting relationships developed between research 327 

team members (Schinke et al., 2016). The collective authoring of the vignette through 328 
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deliberative dialogue was imbued with a collaborative form of iterative reflexivity (Caxaj, 2015; 329 

Phillips & Bunda, 2018). I (as the primary academic contact with forced immigrant families and 330 

first author) recognised that, as a white male with Canadian citizenship and graduate education, I 331 

held a privileged position in the research process and so a continued reflexive analysis of my 332 

position in the storytelling relationship was particularly important (Spaaij et al., 2018). I engaged 333 

in critical conversations with youth, Robert and Bahaa and interpreted my actions in a field 334 

journal (Schinke & Blodgett, 2016; Spaaij et al., 2019). Informal interactions with youth and 335 

their questions about my story pushed me to examine my place in the storytelling relationship. 336 

Robert’s interpretive insights helped me critically examine my role in the research process by, 337 

for instance, examining questions I asked during the interviews. Bahaa provided culturally 338 

relevant insights, especially related to stories shared by Syrian youth, and through questions 339 

about how my story of migration related to his own and the youths. While each critical friend 340 

asked me questions which gave me pause and led to feelings of discomfort, such as why I had at 341 

first privileged stories related to informal sport, they did so in a manner where I was able to 342 

deepen my own reflexive understanding in a supportive dialogic rather than monologic context.   343 

The story is written creatively to help readers identify with characters at an emotional 344 

level (Oatley, 1999). Such an emotional connection is imbued with authenticity as the story 345 

brings forth an embodied, relational form of meaning making (Phillips & Bunda, 2018; Smith & 346 

Sparkes, 2009). The story is written free of academic jargon so academic and non-academic 347 

readers may connect with the characters’ values and goals, leading to awareness and possible 348 

action-oriented change in the community (Frank, 2000; Oatley, 1999; Schinke & Blodgett, 349 

2016). A creative non-fictive approach to writing the story was chosen as it will be included in a 350 

cultural sensitivity training program for YMCA staff members. The aim of the story will be to 351 
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encourage staff members to critically examine their life stories in relation to those told by forced 352 

immigrant youth, leading to improved cultural awareness and sensitivity.  353 

Results 354 

 The three-scene polyphonic vignette that follows is a conversation between Bahaa, the 355 

three composite characters, and me. The conversation begins with a scene focused on how forced 356 

immigrant youth became engaged in sport in Sudbury. The second scene of the conversation 357 

brings to light the varying intra- and inter-personal factors that facilitated or prevented youth 358 

from participating in sport. The final scene focuses on forms of support forced immigrant youth 359 

storied as helping them feel comfortable engaging in host community sport programs.  360 

“All You Need is a Ball” 361 

Omar, Mohammad, Tarek, Bahaa, and I are seated around a large coffee table in the middle of 362 

Omar’s family’s living room. The table is strewn with markers, pencil crayons, pencils, and the 363 

ever elusive pencil sharpener. Each of us is engaged in drawing a picture representing the story 364 

we wish to tell about engaging in sport in Sudbury). Informal conversation takes place as we 365 

draw, but for the most part it is quiet. As Omar, Mohammad, and Tarek finish their drawings, I 366 

look up and feel it is time to begin the arts-based interview. 367 

Thierry: Do you feel ready to talk about your art?  368 

The youth look around at each other and each begin to hesitatingly nod.  369 

Thierry: Who feels comfortable beginning to share their story first?  370 

Omar: I can. I like to play lots of sports, but when we first arrived in Sudbury I saw some kids 371 

outside playing soccer. I was happy to see that people play soccer here. They saw me and asked 372 

me if I wanted to play and that made me even happier. Now in the summer we meet at the park 373 

and play together. It’s nice because my friends live close to here.  374 
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Mohammad: I have a park close to my home too, and I usually go there to play soccer on the 375 

weekends. But the other kids don’t play with us, because they don’t play soccer, they play 376 

baseball. So normally I play with my brothers and with other Syrian families (see Figure 1).  377 

Tarek: I think that is a cool thing about Sudbury, all of the parks and even that all the parks have 378 

pitches for basketball. Everyone seems to like basketball here; in the summer I play with my 379 

friends in the park. It was cool when I first met kids in the neighbourhood, they were really nice. 380 

If I needed someone to translate words for me, one would help me communicate with the others.  381 

Omar: You’re right, it is nice to have the parks. There’s also lots of fields. We have a big field 382 

close to my house too that used to have soccer nets, but they took them off now and they play 383 

cricket there now. That was a little sad, I was like ‘nooooo’, but I still go to play soccer, I don’t 384 

care, you just need a ball to kick around with friends, and if not with friends, then with family.  385 

Mohammad: The parks are nice, but for me it was still hard to meet people. That’s why, if we 386 

can be part of this group and this group can connect kids, it will be easier for me to go 387 

somewhere and play. Like to do some more activities and have more of an opportunity to learn 388 

English. I do remember when we first came we went to the YMCA and I would play with my 389 

brothers. We could play some sports there and play with our friends sometimes.  390 

Omar: Yeah, I do like being part of a group also. Like coming from Syria I liked soccer, but 391 

now it is even more fun. We didn’t have coaching in Syria, and I didn’t really play on a team. 392 

My dad taught me a bit, but now coming here I’m better because I know more skills and playing 393 

on a team means it’s not as boring sometimes, because it has helped me to meet people.  394 

Mohammad: I started playing on a school soccer team last year. When I saw that kids played 395 

soccer I was so happy because it was something I knew. When we were playing it was like there 396 

was no difference between my home country and Canada, it was just a game I know how to play. 397 
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But this year I started at a new school and they can’t make a team. I was hoping they would 398 

make a team; the teachers told me they are trying to make a soccer team and if I was interested to 399 

go to gym. Like they made an announcement for the team, but when I went to the gym only my 400 

Syrian friend was there. The boys don’t like soccer, they all play football or volleyball instead. I 401 

don’t know why they don’t like to play soccer, other schools make teams, so maybe it’s just my 402 

new school. Maybe because of the snow they’re not used to playing soccer.  403 

Tarek: I have a similar story. There was no soccer team when I arrived. It was wintertime. So I 404 

began to play basketball and when the basketball team started I decided to go straight to play for 405 

the basketball team. Basketball is a good sport, but soccer would have been nice because it’s nice 406 

to play something fun that you know. Now I just play soccer for fun with some of my friends.  407 

“I Tried to Play Other Sports” 408 

As the youth have been telling their stories, Abu Omar2 has quietly brought in a tray laden with 409 

small coffee cups, glasses of water and a plate filled with small snacks. Seeing him walk into the 410 

room, Bahaa and I quietly begin to clean up some of the drawing utensils to make space on the 411 

table. Throughout this brief interruption the youth continue to tell their stories.  412 

Omar: When I first came, I also tried other sports, like floor hockey, volleyball, and basketball 413 

(see Figure 2). I think it’s good we learn those sports in school because I never played them 414 

before. It was fun. But I think if you want to play a sport, you focus on that sport. So I decided to 415 

focus on basketball. I still play soccer on a team for fun, but I feel like basketball was easier to 416 

get involved in all the year, so if I had a choice I would choose basketball.  417 

Mohammad: I also tried playing other sports, but I found it hard. I tried playing basketball in 418 

school, but I only knew how to dribble with two hands, I couldn’t control the ball. Like I was 419 

 
2 The term Abu means “father of …” in Arabic. Used in reference to a father’s eldest son. 
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used to playing soccer with my feet, not using my hands. I felt different because all of my 420 

classmates know how to play basketball and I didn’t. When they told me there was no soccer 421 

team I decided to try for the baseball team. I was excited to try it because it was outside. I tried 422 

for the team, but I didn’t make it because I am not good enough. There was many kids and they 423 

only want those who can play baseball, they just take the best and tell the others ‘we don’t need 424 

you; we don’t want you’. They didn’t say that to me, but that is what it felt like, it was sad. I just 425 

find all the sports here have so much rules. In my home country we just played for fun, I never 426 

played on a team, most of the time it was just with my cousins and brothers.  427 

Tarek: I got lucky in finding friends to play soccer with for fun, because even though I enjoyed 428 

the basketball team when I played on it I don’t have time now for it. I’m in the last year of high 429 

school now and I have exams and homework that I need to focus on. I might even get a job if I 430 

have any time. So I’m happy that I have the friends to still play soccer with a little.  431 

Omar: I have thought about getting a job too. Sport is very expensive here, the cheapest shoes 432 

for soccer are probably like $70 or $80. A lot of kids have new shoes, but my dad has other bills 433 

to pay and things. In the winter I shoveled snow because I wanted some money. And I did want 434 

to try and play hockey last winter, because the boys in my class play with a team, but my dad had 435 

to work so I didn’t have anybody to drive me to practice. When we first came we did have help. 436 

Our sponsor group would drive us to soccer every time we had practice. It was a lady in the 437 

sponsor group that helped us register for the soccer team. Her two sons and their friends played 438 

on my team, so they drove us to every practice and game. And like for hockey, the reason I know 439 

how to play is because a person in our support group taught my brothers and I every weekend. 440 

Now I play mostly with my brothers, we don’t usually see anybody else playing.  441 

Mohammad: A person in my sponsor group also tried to teach us how to play hockey. I tried to 442 
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learn how to shoot the puck, but like when the puck hits the stick it hurts my hand. I wear gloves, 443 

but I didn’t have hockey gloves and the sponsor group gave me a stick, but the stick is the 444 

opposite side. Like when I got the stick I didn’t know there is two sides, so now if I want to play 445 

I have the wrong side stick. I still don’t really like skating, but it is starting to get better. Like the 446 

rink is just close to here, like a 10 minute walk so my brothers and I go two to three times a 447 

week. I guess I just have to learn how to skate and then maybe I will like it more. The sponsor 448 

group also brought me and my brothers to swim at the YMCA. They said we have to go because 449 

there is a lot of lakes here and so we need to learn how to swim to be safe. So we went 450 

swimming, but I still have only swam in the pool, I haven’t gone in the lake yet, it’s too cold.  451 

Tarek: We didn’t have anybody to really help us like that, I just tried sports that people living 452 

close to us told us to try. But like, one person told me to try American football, because he said I 453 

have the size for it, and I tried it, but I didn’t like it. The second day I told them ‘no, I’m not 454 

gonna play, I’m not a fan of it’. But they were like ‘ahh come on, you should do it’, they were 455 

just for football, but I really didn’t like it. I tried hockey too, because they were playing outside. 456 

It was hard using the stick and like some of the people they shoot the ball so hard and far.  457 

“Sport Helped Me Make Friends”  458 

Bahaa and I have largely been quiet as youth have been telling their stories. Urged on by Abu-459 

Omar we have been enjoying the coffee and snacks that he brought out for us. As the youth talk 460 

about the factors that helped or hindered them from engaging in community sport programs 461 

Bahaa moves the storytelling towards future engagement in sport programs.   462 

Bahaa: So what do you think that community sport groups could do to help forced immigrant 463 

youth feel comfortable and want to keep participating in the group?  464 

Omar: One thing that helped me when I was trying a new sport was if the people spoke Arabic 465 
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like me. Like this summer I went dragon boating with some Arabic friends, and it was nice to be 466 

able to speak Arabic with my team. At that time I wouldn’t have done the dragon boating with a 467 

Canadian team, because like people from Canada can be together, but they speak English a lot 468 

better than me. Being able to speak Arabic was better, it made it easier for me.  469 

Tarek: When I first came it wasn’t even being with people who spoke the same language, my 470 

friends were just other people whose first language also wasn’t English. Like some were 471 

Chinese, Japanese, some Arabic, they were all from different countries, but we all felt the same 472 

thing you know, like the feeling of I can’t understand them, and they can’t understand me.  473 

Mohammad: Yeah, the feeling of being new to somewhere is hard, like one of my best friends 474 

now is from the Bahamas. He felt the same thing as me when he came here, he was quiet for like 475 

half the year. I just told him you don’t have to be scared; our school is a good school.   476 

Omar: I do enjoy being part of my basketball team too though. Even though it is mostly 477 

Canadian kids they were all my age and helped me a lot. When I first started playing basketball 478 

my teammates showed me how to do a layup, how to shoot properly, and how to scrimmage.  479 

Mohammad: I wish my swimming had been like that, but in the YMCA they saw that I couldn’t 480 

swim well, so they put me with younger kids. And I was a bit mad at myself that you know, like 481 

when people see me I thought they would not be that impressed, so I was a little embarrassed 482 

being with younger kids. But at least now I know how to swim, but I just go by myself.  483 

Tarek: I think the most helpful people for me when I joined a team were the coach and assistant 484 

coaches, they were really nice and when I didn’t understand something they would say it slower 485 

and help me. And like, even when I joined the soccer team and knew how to play, I realised I 486 

had a lot to learn. Like I never knew some of the rules that exist in soccer, or even how to referee 487 

or coach. But the coaches on the teams here have helped teach me all the rules of the game, how 488 
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to teach others some of the skills we know, and even how to referee a game.  489 

Mohammad: The coach that I had during the first year was really helpful. He always spoke 490 

slower for me. I could tell it was important to him that I understood what he was saying, and he 491 

wasn’t the type of guy that was like ‘oh if you miss a practice you’re out’. He knew I had stuff 492 

going on, and he would always come back to me and explain things again if needed and show me 493 

like by drawing on the board. If I didn’t get what he was saying, the drawing was really helpful. I 494 

mean he knew I didn’t understand the language so well, but he knew I had the skills to play.  495 

Omar: The coaches also helped me on the teams I joined, but I preferred to watch my 496 

teammates. If I didn’t understand what we were doing I would wait and be the last person so then 497 

I see what they are doing. I liked it because the coach just treated me the same as everyone, he 498 

didn’t treat me as special. But if I needed extra help the assistant coach would help me, I mean 499 

he knew I spoke Arabic and not English, so he did help me and it was nice of him, because he 500 

helped me know when I am supposed to go and help me to know what I have to do. But I found 501 

that teammates and even some of the kids I played against were also happy to help. I felt nervous 502 

asking them for help, but they were usually nice and said yes. It felt good to get help from them.  503 

Mohammad: You’re right, watching others was helpful. I do remember, even though I didn’t 504 

like the swimming at the YMCA because of being with younger kids, the teachers were good. 505 

They made it easy to understand because they didn’t talk much like in soccer, they just show you 506 

how to do it and then we would do it. It didn’t matter if you spoke English or not.  507 

Tarek: I also liked having someone help me to meet other kids. Sometimes the coaches took us 508 

on trips as a team to roast marshmallows, eat hot dogs, play some frisbee. Eating marshmallows 509 

was new for me, I never roasted them before, so when I saw my teammates roasting them it was 510 

strange for me. But it was a lot of fun and it helped me to be table to talk with my teammates.  511 
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Omar: Yeah, being part of a competitive team was nice. It was expensive, like there was a lot of 512 

games in other cities, but I usually went with friends. Travelling with them I learned more about 513 

Canada. It was nice to travel and see more of the country. Now those guys are my good friends. I 514 

know some are going to play again this season, but I don’t know if we will be on the same team, 515 

I hope so! We don’t get to pick the teams, coaches do, so we will see if we will be together.  516 

Discussion 517 

 The three-scene polyphonic conversation is a creative non-fictional story that portrays 518 

how forced immigrant youth have engaged in sport in Sudbury. The story shows several 519 

storylines related to youths’ engagement in sport and accompanying facilitators and barriers to 520 

their sustained involvement (see Middleton et al., 2020). We (as an authorship team) have 521 

chosen to concentrate on how an underlying focus on individual development and performance 522 

in community sport programs can be a barrier to forced immigrant youths’ sustained engagement 523 

in sport. We frame our discussion in Friere’s (2018) critical theory notion that, by collaborating 524 

with forced immigrant youth, we may gain a broader and more in-depth understanding of how 525 

community sport programs may be developed to sustain the engagement of ALL youth.  526 

 The title of the current manuscript highlights the authors’ situatedness in a North 527 

American cultural context that prioritises organised sport programs as the primary way youth 528 

engage in sport (see Coakley, 2012). As neoliberal policies have influenced societies, sport has 529 

come to be seen as a context through which adults may foster their children’s’ success (Coakley, 530 

2021). The influence of neoliberal polices can be seen through the development of positive youth 531 

development programs that focus on helping youth develop skills deemed to be necessary for 532 

success in society and/or a focus on performance success (Camiré et al., 2021; Coakley, 2021). 533 

The impact of formal, organised sport programs on forced immigrant youths’ lives comes to the 534 
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fore as they story how their engagement in sport in Sudbury changed from meeting to play in the 535 

park to having to think about sport equipment and transportation to practices and games. The 536 

story illustrates how organized sport programs can exclude marginalized youth from engaging in 537 

sport either through a lack of skill and knowledge for a sport (i.e., Mohammad and baseball) or 538 

the expected commitment that stems from a focus on performance (i.e., Tarek and 539 

education/employment). Elite immigrant athletes have also shared stories related to navigating 540 

the culturally saturated expected commitment to sport (Middleton et al., 2019). However, many 541 

forced immigrant youths navigate cultural related challenges with the lack of status as an elite 542 

athlete (Middleton et al., 2019), a greater lack of financial and social resources (Hynie et al., 543 

2016) and a sense of filial obligation to support their family (Tonui & Mitschke, 2020). 544 

Providing informal sport opportunities has been touted by researchers in Canada and 545 

Australia as a way of engaging youth from marginalised backgrounds in sport (Jeanes et al., 546 

2019; King & Church, 2017). For youth collaborators, informal sport opportunities in a known 547 

sport activity (which often was soccer) provided a connection to their early enculturation into 548 

sport in their home countries (see Middleton et al., 2021). Subsequently, many youth felt a sense 549 

of cultural safety which has been considered to be a precursor to feeling comfortable engaging in 550 

intercultural interactions (see Berry, 2019). The story portrays how engaging in informal sport 551 

can help youth from diverse cultural backgrounds build connections through the ability to just 552 

play the game (see also McDonald et al., 2019). Careful attention to the positive aspects in 553 

youths’ storytelling reveals the importance placed on connections made through sport, rather 554 

than individual success or development. This is not dissimilar to Coakley’s (1980) finding that 555 

the reaffirmation of relationships was a focus of youth informally engaging in sport and that 556 

‘rewards’ were primarily intrinsic and tied to self-assessments of success. Therefore, informal 557 
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sport opportunities which provide youth with an opportunity to foster multifaceted identities 558 

through connection to others could help them maintain and/or improve their psychological health 559 

and well-being during the transition into their host communities (Ronkainen & Ryba, 2020).  560 

Community sport providers supporting forced immigrant youths’ resettlement can play a 561 

role in providing space for informal sport opportunities. The youths’ previous story (see 562 

Middleton et al., 2021) revealed how connection with family members was prioritised, yet the 563 

current story also shows how, once settled, youth began to seek connections with other youth and 564 

coaches in and outside of sport contexts. Prioritising youths’ desire to connect with others in 565 

addition to fostering individual sport-specific and life skill development reveals the subtle ways 566 

in which integration may be fostered through sport (Stone, 2018). The ability for youth to feel a 567 

connection to their home culture through being able to control the development of their 568 

connections with others in sport (i.e., as would happen through informal sport) can help them 569 

feel more comfortable learning new skills from host community members (Berry, 2019). The 570 

story also reveals the dynamic nature of integration as youth navigate changing sport and non-571 

sport contexts and the different host community individuals they interact with (Chirkov, 2009). 572 

Examples include Mohammad’s transition to a new school leading to a shift from feeling 573 

welcomed to feeling excluded from engaging in sport. Tarek’s story also features a transition 574 

into a period where education took precedence; however, in his story the bonds developed 575 

through sport are not left behind due to connections built outside the sport context. Extending a 576 

sense of belonging to a group by stringing together moments of belonging in and out of sport can 577 

help forced immigrant youth develop a holistic feeling of belonging to their host community 578 

(Stone, 2018). As Spaaij (2012) has noted, feeling a sense of belonging to a sport group/team can 579 

positively impact forced immigrants’ everyday interactions in other host community contexts.  580 
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Competitive sport coaches can facilitate cultural learning between youth from different 581 

cultural backgrounds through non-sport social opportunities. Activities like roasting 582 

marshmallows by a fire, are often “taken-for-granted activities that a sense of belonging affords” 583 

(McDonald, et al., 2019, p. 944). Coaches and program leaders can also facilitate relationships in 584 

sport by listening to, and taking an interest in, youths’ stories and providing opportunities for 585 

peer interaction (Gardner et al., 2016). Spaaij and Schulenkorf (2014) described how peers may 586 

foster cultural safety by acting as role models for youth who are ethnically similar. The story 587 

here reveals how culturally dissimilar youth may also be role models for forced immigrant youth 588 

through actions such as visually showing how to perform a new skill or translating important 589 

words. Having host community youth take on mentorship roles can foster opportunities for 590 

shared cultural learning to occur between culturally dissimilar youth in a more formal manner.  591 

The critical, and perhaps more transformative, approach to developing culturally safe and 592 

inclusive community sport programs would entail recognising youths’ capacity to lead the 593 

development of such programs. The current project is one example of how engaging in a 594 

methodological approach focused on centralising forced immigrant youth in the research process 595 

and examining what is ‘real’ as a community-developed construct subject to change, can provide 596 

oft-marginalised voices the space to be heard and challenge the status-quo (Fehr, 2011; Gergen 597 

& Gergen, 2008). Sport-related youth development research tends to be informed by 598 

psychological frameworks developed in North America which place importance on individual 599 

development (see Gould & Walker, 2019). While not disputing the importance of youth 600 

development, had academic research team members used a deductive methodological approach, 601 

informed by a dominant psychological framework, the importance of relationships may have 602 

been missed and reinforced the dominant way in which youth are expected to participate in sport.  603 
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Diversifying the voices contributing to youth sport scholarship could be beneficial to 604 

scholars seeking to help improve community sport programs in North America, which although 605 

popular, also face high rates of attrition (Fehr, 2011; Gould & Walker, 2019). We urge 606 

proponents of positive youth development programs to consider the role ALL youth could play 607 

in determining culturally relevant life skills which are based on their current needs and social 608 

realities. As Camiré et al. (2021) noted, not all life skills hold the same value for different 609 

individuals and so whose knowledge is better drawn upon than those for whom programs are 610 

designed to help. This is not to say youth should be left alone to develop programs, but rather 611 

should be engaged in a process of bidirectional learning and praxis alongside researchers, sport 612 

psychology practitioners, and coaches (Friere, 2018). Engendering change through de-centering 613 

pre-conceived assumptions and centralising youths’ stories is an example of how a new shared 614 

vision of how community sport programs which better serve youth and sustain their engagement 615 

could come forward (Gilbert & Sliep, 2009). What is required is a humble acceptance that youth 616 

can be active agents in the development of engaging sport programs that meet their needs.  617 

Conclusion 618 

 Focusing on the development of formal, as well as informal, sport opportunities 619 

underscores the contribution of the presented story to literature on the role sport can play in 620 

helping forced immigrant youth integrate into a culturally dissimilar host community. Sport 621 

coaches and program leaders may develop trusting relationships with youth by facilitating inter-622 

personal youth communication both in and out of sport and showing forced immigrant youth 623 

they care about their holistic development through taking the time for individual interaction. 624 

However, caution should be taken in viewing the story shared here as a ‘real’ account that 625 

encapsulates all forced immigrant youths’ stories. The stories we tell and the stories we hear are 626 
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constantly unfolding and related to the context that we are embedded in. Researchers and 627 

practitioners are encouraged to work alongside forced immigrant youth in their communities so 628 

sustainable programs are developed which reflect local needs and values held by participants.  629 
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Figure 1 768 

All you need is a ball to play soccer with your brother  769 
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Figure 2 773 

I love to try new sports  774 
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